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Abstract
Executing queries on incomplete, sparse knowledge graphs yields incomplete results, especially when
it comes to queries involving traversals. In this paper, we question the applicability of all known
architectures for incomplete knowledge bases and propose ORB: a clear departure from existing system
designs, relying on Machine Learning-based operators to provide inferred query results. At the same
time, ORB addresses peculiarities inherent to knowledge graphs, such as schema evolution, dynamism,
scalability, as well as high query complexity via the use of embedding-driven inference. Through ORB,
we stress that approximating complex processing tasks is not only desirable but also imperative for
knowledge graphs.

1. Introduction

The data management community has shown particular interest in systems that can sustain
graph-like data and, particularly, knowledge graphs (KGs) due to their intricate properties
and structure that impose significant challenges. As a result, multiple classes of graph man-
agement systems exist nowadays, optimizing for various goals: (1) graph databases excel in
OLTP workloads, (2) graph processing systems handle analytical-type queries at scale, and
(3) graph streaming systems maintain rolling aggregates and statistics over evolving graphs.
Recent analyses conclude that no system can tackle all the challenges of massive, dynamic,
and heterogeneous graphs [1]. However, most importantly, field practitioners often overlook
the elephant in the room: any analysis on large graphs is bound to be incomplete due to the
fundamental tendency toward sparsity in naturally interconnected data [2].

Circumventing incompleteness has instead been the target of the Machine Learning (ML)
research community. Recent innovative results are based on the inference power of Graph
Neural Networks and their respective applications to KGs [3, 4]. Despite their impressive
achievements, ML-driven methods still lack fundamental features that prevent them from being
integrated into scalable query-serving systems, such as technical limitations in the available
infrastructure or a general lack of trust in black-box models.

In this paper, we propose ORB, our vision architecture of an ML-driven graph database that
allows for querying incomplete knowledge bases with novel insights and conclusions. At the
same time, ORB acknowledges the benefits of offering inferred results and attempts to address
crucial problems in graph data management, such as query complexity or data scalability,
through the use of inference-based operators and user-defined uncertainty thresholds. With
ORB, we advocate for a shift towards embracing approximate query results for deep analytics
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Figure 1: Systems coverage for
the key challenges of KGs.

SC SL Definition

SE
1 The schema cannot change.
2 Requires additional operations to support schema changes.
3 The schema can change with no additional operations.

DD
1 Can only accommodate new entries via full reconstruction.
2 Ingests new data entries in batches.
3 Ingests new data on-the-fly.

DI
1 Cannot infer new knowledge.
2 Manual inference logic possible using a query language.
3 Can natively infer new knowledge.

DS
1 Can scale to non-skewed graphs.
2 Can scale to skewed graphs using user-defined partitioning.
3 Can scale to any graph size and skew automatically.

QC
1 Can efficiently process local queries.
2 Can efficiently compute global iterative queries.
3 Can efficiently compute nested queries.

Table 1: Key graph data management challenges. SC
stands for Systems Challenge. SL stands for Support
Level, which is defined as it follows: no support (1),
limited support (2), full support (3).

on KGs; employing approximation is not a design option but a necessity in overcoming a series
of critical shortcomings in graph reasoning today.

2. Key Challenges

To elaborate further on the complex dimensions surrounding KGs and inspired by the work of
Lissandrini et al. [1], we compose a framework of properties (depicted in Table 1) that reflect
core needs in modern query-serving systems.
Schema evolution (SE) measures the adaptability of a system to structural changes in the data.

Knowledge graphs lack data schematization, allowing data of any type to be ingested ad infini-
tum. On the other hand, data dynamism (DD) defines the system’s capability to enable evolution
in terms of additions or updates that comply with the current schema. Data incompleteness (DI)
involves answering questions given partial knowledge, where, naturally, the outcome is also
bound to be incomplete. This problem is especially daunting for traversal-based computations,
where the missing links strip away potential answers with each intermediate hop. Dealing with
incompleteness implies the need to find novel methods for deriving new conclusions based on
stored historical information. Data scalability (DS) measures the ability to scale to any graph
size and skew. Even though it has been thoroughly researched for decades, scaling out to
massive, power-law graphs that are at the same time, dynamic is still an open challenge [5].
Choosing an unsuitable partitioning algorithm can lead to increased query latency, especially
for data traversals that combine information across partitions. Finally, query complexity (QC)
refers to algorithmic computational complexity. For this framework, we define three different
support levels as follows: (1) local queries that consist of point look-ups or local traversals,
(2) global fixed-point iterative queries that compute a graph property in polynomial time (e.g.,
PageRank), and (3) nested queries that refer to intractable problems (such as counting motifs
and multi-hop reasoning). The latter currently lacks effective optimization support in most



modern systems, despite their critical need in the graph community [6].
ORB targets the data incompleteness challenge but also pursues the other dimensions through

the lens of approximations via inference-based computations.

3. Overview of Existing Systems

We include a short overview of the state-of-the-art graph data management systems and discuss
their coverage with respect to the core challenges identified in the previous section (Figure 1).

Relational Databases. The relational model requires manual interventions in the shape of
expensive table alterations when ingesting out-of-schema data points. Hence, relational DBs
offer partial SE support in our taxonomy. On the other hand, the relational model allows new
data points to be inserted into the tables on-the-fly, thus fully supporting DD. As of today, no
RDBMS can infer new conclusions automatically, but the capability to write custom inference
logic in SQL is possible. For this reason, RDBMSes offer limited support only for DI. Next, a
RDBMS can natively scale out but does not offer distribution-aware data partitioning, meaning
that relational DBs offer no support for DS. Lastly, worst-case optimal join algorithms for
subgraph queries on relational underlying data representation have shown potential in offering
limited support for QC in our taxonomy [7, 8, 9].

Graph Databases. Graph DBs (e.g., Neo4j [10]) offer better support for SE than their relational
counterpart through the adoption of the property graph data model [11]. The model is flexible
enough to fully support DD. Regarding DI, the inference capability is partially ensured through
the graph-tailored query language. Most native graph DBs currently do not offer automatic data
sharding or do so by relying on naive hash partitioning, with the exception of Neo4j, which
supports manual data partitioning only. For this reason, graph DBs offer only limited support for
DS. Lastly, when it comes to QC, some specialized tools can efficiently compute global iterative
queries (e.g., Neo4j’s GDS library). However, nested graph problems have been largely over-
looked due to their computational unfeasibility [1]. Thus, graph DBs offer limited support forQC.

Graph Processing Systems. Graph Processing Systems (GPSes) such as Pregel [12] and
GraphLab [13], are data-intensive graph system libraries built on MapReduce-based frameworks.
Their focus is computation at scale on stored, static data, which requires the schema to be
known at compile time. Therefore, they are incapable of dealing with SE. In some cases, updates
can occur in batches, making GPSes partially capable of DD. Next, GPSes can be programmed
using simple, limited APIs such as the vertex-centric BSP model [12]. Using such APIs, the user
can compose graph-global measurements that activate per existing vertex or neighborhood.
However, this level of simplicity disallows computation on non-existing inferred elements of
a graph; therefore, no support for DI is feasible. On the other hand, GPSes are purposefully
designed to scale out to massive, skewed graphs, qualifying them for full support level for
DS [14]. Lastly, they can handle global iterative queries but cannot efficiently compute nested
queries, thus having limited support for QC in our framework.

Graph Streaming Frameworks. Graph Streaming Frameworks (GSFs) target high ingestion
rates and compute global aggregates over streaming data. Similarly to GPSes, GSFs (1) require
a-priori knowledge of the schema, resulting in limited support for SE, (2) provide restricted



Class Query Approximations

Local
Property Retrieval/
Link Retrieval/
Node Similarity

Grover et al. 2016 [15],
Hamilton et al. 2017 [16],
Galkin et al. 2022 [17]

Global
Iterative

Node Importance Park et al. 2019 [18]

Distance Merchant et al. 2022 [19]

Clustering Bianchi et al. 2020 [20]

Nested Multi-Hop Ren et al. 2020 [21]

Motifs Counting Ying et al. 2020 [22]

Partitioning Zwolak et al. 2022 [23]

Table 2: Examples of graph queries that can
be approximated using graph ML techniques.
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Figure 2: Multi-hop query
latency comparison. 2c stands
for two-hop queries.

APIs, having no support for DI, (3) are designed to scale out and have full support for DS, and
(4) cannot compute nested workloads efficiently, thus supporting QC only partially. GSFs differ
from GPSes in terms of DD support: GSFs are designed to effectively ingest new data in a
streaming fashion.

This analysis concludes that no current system architecture is equipped to deal with incom-
plete knowledge bases, as their querying capabilities are built upon data traversals. Furthermore,
challenges such as data scalability and query complexity still remain critical open problems.

4. Graph Machine Learning: The Promise

The emergent need for a sustainable solution to graph computing is driving researchers to seek
a paradigm shift toward methodologies tolerating increasing levels of data incompleteness while
avoiding the penalty of expensive graph traversals and computations. This section discusses
the properties of graph ML, a promising direction to overcome these challenges.

Graph Representation Learning, specifically Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [24], have been
showing outstanding results in discovering unknown patterns and predicting insightful facts.
Their innovation stems from the idea of translating the high-dimensional, non-euclidean space
of graphs into latent, low-dimensional spaces. Each graph node, edge, or even subgraph can
be transformed into a continuous, dense vector (i.e., embedding) that condenses both intrinsic
features and adjacent topological information. Computations can then, in turn, be translated
from non-euclidean spaces to the Euclidean latent spaces of embeddings.

The known capabilities of graph ML currently go beyond classifications or regressions,
obtaining impressive estimates for intricate problems and alleviating the computational cost
of running complex queries. Recent work hints at the capabilities of GNNs to approximate
dynamic programming methods and solve any graph algorithm [25, 26, 27]. Table 2 shows
examples of graph ML methods proposed in the literature to solve and approximate a selection
of graph queries with remarkable inference results. With ORB, we acknowledge the potential
of graph ML to enhance the capabilities of query-serving systems. To prove the outstanding
benefits of graph ML in this context, we dedicate the following section to Query2Box [21], an



embedding-based query execution method on KGs.

4.1. The Case of Query2Box

Query2Box [21] approximates first-order, multi-hop queries and offers accurate, predicted
answers. Moreover, it computes the results in constant time (i.e., time complexity does not
depend on the graph size), thus eliminating the need for expensive traversals on explicitly
stored data. Query processing boils down to performing box projections and intersections
in the latent space, followed by a cheap look-up on raw data to retrieve the results’ explicit
information [28]. Therefore, Query2Box caters to missing data in the knowledge bases with the
additional advantage of accelerating multi-hop queries.

The source paper of Query2Box stands as a testimony to the practice of applying inference in
extracting insightful answers even in incomplete data scenarios [21]. We now conduct a set of
preliminary experiments to also quantify its expected query acceleration benefits in comparison
to systems relying on traversal-based methods, such as Neo4j 1 . We choose multi-hop queries of
different lengths and measure individual query latencies, which we define as the time it takes the
system to process and return the results of a specific query. Rather than absolute values, we ob-
serve the trends and behavior of the two alternatives. The results (Figure 2) show that Query2Box
answers reasoning queries in constant, reliable time, regardless of the cardinality of the result set
and despite the non-optimized Python implementation. The query latency grows linearly with
the query depth and has very low variation across the query spectrum. Whereas, Neo4j’s query
latency grows exponentially and results in a high number of outliers, hinting at an unpredictable
execution time that depends on the degree of the nodes touched during the traversal.

4.2. Tackling Key System Challenges

Compared to the considered graph-oriented systems (Section 3), the inference capabilities of
graph ML make it the only viable candidate to conquerDI. Furthermore, as shown in the previous
section, a learned model has the potential to approximate nested, non-polynomial queries in
polynomial time, proving that ML can achieve full support for QC. Regarding DS, we argue
that embedding-driven query-answering does not depend on data locality because traversing
raw data is replaced with traversing latent spaces. Still, DD and SE are not trivial to achieve.
Most ML methods are inherently transductive; the ingestion of new data points is impossible
after model deployment. Furthermore, inferring using out-of-schema data is unsuccessful since
learned models usually require complete knowledge of all the data types at training time.

4.3. What about Uncertainty?

Relaxing the preciseness of graph queries to achieve fast answers comes at the cost of increased
mistrust, which is especially problematic in this case since KGs model sensitive domains (e.g.,

1The VM was equipped with Intel(R) Xeon(R) @2.00GHz 32-core CPU, 120GB RAM, Nvidia Tesla T4
GPU, 8GB VRAM, Python 3.8. We compared Neo4j Community 4.4.9 against the original Query2Box im-
plementation2on the FB15K-237 dataset [29]. We use the first 5000 queries defined as training data in Query2Box
for each query length. Only non-trivial queries whose result set’s cardinality is higher than 1 were depicted.

2https://github.com/hyren/query2box
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Figure 3: ORB architecture overview.

cybersecurity, autonomous vehicles, or medicine). The uncertainty of the predictions must
be quantified on a per-query basis. To the best of our knowledge, no general-purpose frame-
work exists to quantify the uncertainty of embedding-based approximations, but specialized
uncertainty modeling exists for different methods (e.g., for embedding-based first-order logic
queries [30, 31]). Conformal Prediction and Venn Predictors show two promising directions for
increasing the trust in ML-based inferences by offering lightweight procedures for off-the-shelf
to any black box model [32]. The first adapts the prediction to satisfy the user-defined error
rate (i.e., significance level), while the latter outputs probabilistic predictions. We believe such
methods can be adopted for graph ML tasks [33].

5. The ORB Architecture

Figure 3 depicts ORB, the visionary system architecture we designed based on the observations
and conclusions presented in the previous sections. Contrary to traversal-based graph systems,
ORB offers inferred results and moves expensive operations from the non-euclidean space of
graph data to the latent spaces of learned embeddings. ORB’s operators are designed hybridly:
according to a user-defined uncertainty threshold, ORB chooses to execute operators either
explicitly, on raw data, or in latent spaces, using ML inference. We now provide a high-level
view of the key architecture components and weigh in on some essential design decisions.

5.1. Graph Query Engine

The graph query engine schedules, coordinates, and executes all graph queries. The design
approach resembles relational DBs, starting with a logical plan obtained through query parsing
and deriving an optimized physical plan with data/model access strategies. The graph engine
comprises three modules: the query parser, the query optimizer, and the query executor. The
query parser aims to extend existing graph DSLs. Similar to prior work [34], ORB annotates
queries with user-defined uncertainty bounds, as it can be noted in the Cypher query CQ
depicted in Figure 3. The bounds can assist the query optimizer in identifying the optimal
physical plan. The query executor is reminiscent of traditional database query execution. We
now dedicate the remainder of this section to the core of the ORB vision, the query optimizer.

Query Optimizer. In ORB, certain operators can be carried out in the latent spaces, resulting
in a mix of raw data operations and embedding-based ones. The Query Optimizer lists all the
candidate physical plans, considering that the same operator can be executed either on raw
data or by potentially different ML models. If the user allows for approximate results, ORB
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must find the best trade-off between uncertainty and processing cost; running queries in the
embedding space can lead to erroneous predictions but at a lower execution time. Thus, two cost
models are required. A performance-based cost model assigns a score for each valid physical
query plan based on the estimated processing cost. While the cost of traditional operators
can be estimated using standard techniques, the execution of ML-based operators requires
model inference calls that use specialized hardware acceleration. Therefore, estimating the cost
of such operators boils down to a predefined number of matrix multiplications on respective
hardware. An uncertainty-based cost model computes statistically sound prediction errors
using lightweight instrumentation as suggested in Section 4.3. The uncertainty of a candidate
plan can be computed by combining the uncertainty of each model used (e.g., as chained prior
probabilities). If no plan can be identified to satisfy the required error threshold, ORB can choose
to execute the query entirely on explicitly stored data, therefore providing zero uncertainty.
Example: 𝐶𝑄 in Figure 3 illustrates a two-hop Cypher query that searches for all the award
nominations for movies directed by Tom Hanks with a maximum allowed error of 5%. Figure 4
shows the corresponding logical plan. We define the operator 𝜑(ℎ, 𝑟) as the set of nodes 𝑡 such
that 𝑡 is an answer to the path query (ℎ, 𝑟, ?). We assume that a link prediction model is available
to the system. The optimizer can either choose to follow explicit links in the stored graph
(depicted as 𝜑 ) or to rely on link prediction (shown as 𝜑 ). The query optimizer identifies
four candidate physical plans. Plan A is the cheapest physical plan with only traditional, explicit
operators. Plans B and C contain a mix of embedding-based and raw data operators, while plan
D operates entirely in the latent space. The cost optimizer identifies plan C as optimal for the
given query since it shows the best performance cost at an acceptable uncertainty level.

5.2. Graph Storage

The storage component manages the access to persistent data. Given that ORB relies on
embedding-based query executions, the system continuously maintains ML models. The I/O
Manager operates similarly to today’s systems, as its goal is to oversee the access at the raw
data level. Distinctively, ORB extends the storage engine design by introducing managers for
the models and embeddings, which constitute the main concern of this section.

Model Manager. One-off deployments of pre-trained ML models are unsuitable since the
models become obsolete when the underlying distribution of the data changes [35]. The Model
Manager incorporates change into the models. Two alternatives exist nowadays for keeping
ML models up-to-date: (1) monitor the data and re-train the models when the drift is detected,
or (2) integrate change into the models incrementally [36, 37, 38]. The first requires lower



computational costs, at the expense of introducing non-determinism between answers of the
same query asked at different times. Whereas, the latter happens as a background process
that spends computation cycles continuously, but the embeddings can benefit from numerical
stability over time [39].

Embedding Manager. The embeddings manager is tightly connected to the model manager;
it is in charge of computing and updating the embeddings. The model type determines the
embeddings generation process. Both transductive and inductive embedding methods [16]
could benefit from caching policies for the embeddings of heavy hitters to alleviate either the
I/O penalty of retrieving embeddings from persistent storage or the computational cost of
computing new embeddings.

6. Design Prospects

We discuss ORB’s design decisions and highlight the trade-offs, advantages, and limitations of
replacing explicit query executions with ML-based approximations.

Benefits. Besides ”complete” results, the ORB architecture poses significant potential benefits:
1. Fast approximate answers. ORB’s envisioned design avoids expensive and unnecessary
computations that result in nonetheless incomplete results. We argue that, when it comes to
KGs, computationally intensive, exact answers are not desirable since the data is notoriously
incomplete. Thus, burning computation cycles for accurate answers is impractical.
2. Predictably low latency. ORB’s performance cost model reliably the query execution time.
The query plans will consist of a finite set of traditional database operators and ML model
inferences. The cost of inference boils down to the number of pipelined matrix multiplication
operations on respective hardware and is invariant to the input and intermediary results.
3. Seamless integration with modern hardware acceleration. Query answering is handled by ML
scoring that can easily make use of modern hardware acceleration techniques, as opposed to
traditional graph mining techniques that suffer from irregular access patterns [40].
4. Model-locality, not Data-locality. Contrary to traversal-based systems, data locality becomes
less critical since there is no need to materialize all intermediate steps of a query, thus avoiding
altogether pointer-chasing or maintaining indices for this purpose.
5. Raw Graph State Management. The graph storage layer can potentially be substituted by
existing RDBMSs or graph DBs transparently to the rest of the system. The core requirements
of this layer are (1) fast point lookups, and (2) support for model dynamic, heterogeneous data.

Latency versus Completeness. Graph ML cannot handle schema evolution efficiently due to
models requiring prior knowledge of the schema. However, ORB executes query plans on a mix
of explicitly stored data and embeddings. To achieve full SE and DD, ORB falls back on following
raw data links for queries that operate on new data types while the models have time to be
updated to incorporate the new information. The anticipated outcome is, therefore, a slower
query execution with no new derived conclusions. As time passes and the models get updated,
the queries can rely on inference-based calls and obtain low-latency responses with high
incompleteness support. Under these conditions, we acknowledge the trade-off that emerges
between query latency and data incompleteness support, which can be noted in Figure 5.



Open Problems and Opportunities. Even though ORB empowers graph exploration with
promising benefits, we must acknowledge the open problems related to our visionary architec-
ture and highlight the interesting research directions required to bring this vision to fruition.
Challenge #1. Inductive graph ML models. Graph ML should advance toward fully inductive
models that can score unseen data points on-the-fly [16]. Full model inductiveness is set to offer
desirable advantages in adaptability and throughput, leading to seamless integration in data
management systems.
Challenge #2. Low-latency predictions. The (scarce) inductive graph ML methods that exist mostly
rely on extracting 𝑘-hop node neighborhoods. Retrieving this information from the persistent
storage of machines storing different graph partitions can quickly become a bottleneck [41].
Challenge #3. Inference and heterogeneity. Current graph ML methods offer little to no support
for evolving schemas. Efforts such as one-shot or few-shot learning should be explored further
to avoid expensive model re-training and adapt to new data types [42, 43].
Challenge #4. Uncertainty modeling. ORB requires error guarantees for ML-backed inferences
that can be estimated at low computational expenses before the inference is executed so that
the cost model can efficiently choose the appropriate physical plan.

Discussion Finally, we discuss the applicability of ORB to use cases of critical nature. ORB
will not benefit situations and queries where precise answers or explicit graph traversals are
essential. For this reason, ORB allows the users to constrain the error of the result; if a query
does not allow for uncertain, predicted results, ORB will act as a traditional database. Therefore,
ORB could potentially be built as an extension of existing databases.

7. Related work

Heavy research currently gravitates around ML algorithms, yet, an all-encompassing practical
system approach is still in need. For example, we observe works focusing on training embedding
models efficiently but failing to address continuous serving and monitoring [44, 45]. The time is
ripe for such systems to emerge and potentially solve the major challenges of graph exploration.

Our work is a possible materialization of Neural Graph Databases, which was introduced in a
recent report to address the incompleteness assumption of large KGs using Graph Representation
Learning powered by ML inference [46]. Furthermore, similar research directions attempt to
bring predictive capabilities to SPARQL via the usage of embeddings [47]. ORB extends these
lines of work by aiming to incorporate error-guided query optimization techniques.

Secondly, the research area of neural databases makes use of Natural Language Processing
to ingest and query unstructured data [48]. The ORB vision complements this line of work
with ML-assisted query acceleration and result completion of common graph queries with no
modifications to the database user interface.

A related area of work to ORB is approximate query processing (AQP) [34, 49, 50, 51, 52],
which has seen research advancements in the use of learned models and indexes to improve
performance. These new approaches can achieve faster and more accurate approximations of
queries using a smaller amount of memory compared to traditional sample-based AQP [53, 54].
ORB is aligned with this trend by utilizing embedding-based models to approximate graph
queries and also including mechanisms to estimate the approximation error.



Materialized views also relate to the ORB vision as another common methodology of “prepar-
ing” certain query results in advance [55, 56]. ORB’s envisioned storage layer can be enhanced
from view materialization for the storage of both raw data and produced embeddings.

Finally, ORB’s objective is similar to that of knowledge graph systems like Vadalog [57],
which provide logical reasoning capabilities. However, ORB aims to achieve reasoning through
lightweight ML models with bounded state size, rather than computationally expensive rule-
based methods.

8. Conclusion

We foresee that KGs will be the catalyst for the next-generation data-driven applications; there-
fore, designing systems well-equipped to handle KGs is essential. In this paper, we introduced
ORB, our visionary system architecture that tackles data incompleteness. ORB opens new
research avenues in graph processing and optimization, with interesting challenges relating to
model-driven data management. We support that a proof-of-concept implementation of ORB
could empower new opportunities in data analysis, granting users richer insights and better
control over uncertainty with significantly lower overhead.
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